Boss audio 870dbi

Ask your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your
question. The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other
Boss Audio Systems DBI owners to properly answer your question. This manual comes under
the category Car Radios and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 8. This manual is
available in the following languages: Engels. Is your question not listed? We use cookies to
ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we
will assume that you are happy with it. Ask a question. Related product manuals. What is the
difference between FM and AM? The biggest difference between FM radio stations compared to
AM radio stations is the sound quality. What is bluetooth? Bluetooth is a way of exchanging
data wirelessly between electronic devices via radio waves. The distance between the two
devices that exchange data can in most cases be no more than ten metres. When is my volume
too loud? A volume above 80 decibels can be harmful to hearing. When the volume exceeds
decibels, direct damage can even occur. The chance of hearing damage depends on the
listening frequency and duration. My car radio does not turn on, now what? If your car radio
does not turn on, it will not receive any power. Check that the red wire is connected to the
contact power supply and the yellow wire to the constant power supply. How can I best clean
my Car Radio? A slightly damp cleaning cloth or soft, dust-free cloth works best to remove
fingerprints. Dust in hard-to-reach places is best removed with compressed air. Read more.
Boss Audio Systems. Car Radio. Check out how we decide after hours of researching and
comparing dozens of items on the market. Do you get stressed out thinking about shopping for
a great boss audio dbi? Do doubts keep creeping into your mind? Your questions might include
the following:. Thorough and mindful research is crucial to making sure you get your hands on
the best-possible boss audio dbi. Make sure that you are only using trustworthy and credible
websites and sources. We provide an boss audio dbi buying guide, and the information is
totally objective and authentic. We employ both AI and big data in proofreading the collected
information. How did we create this buying guide? We did it using a custom-created selection of
algorithms that lets us manifest a top list of the best available boss audio dbi currently available
on the market. This technology we use to assemble our list depends on a variety of factors,
including but not limited to the following:. We always remember that maintaining boss audio dbi
information to stay current is a top priority, which is why we are constantly updating our
websites. Learn more about us using online sources. If you think that anything we present here
regarding boss audio dbi is irrelevant, incorrect, misleading, or erroneous, then please let us
know promptly! Contact us here. This technology we use to assemble our list depends on a
variety of factors, including but not limited to the following: Brand Value : Every brand of boss
audio dbi has a value all its own. Features: What bells and whistles matter for an boss audio
dbi? Specifications : How powerful they are can be measured. Product Value : This simply is
how much bang for the buck you get from your boss audio dbi. Customer Ratings : Number
ratings grade boss audio dbi objectively. Customer Reviews : Closely related to ratings, these
paragraphs give you first-hand and detailed information from real-world users about their boss
audio dbi. Product Reliability : How sturdy and durable an boss audio dbi is should be an
indication of how long it will work out for you. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Mp3-compatible
double-din in dash cd receiver with usb and sd memory card ports and front panel aux input 15
pages. Mp3-compatible in-dash cd receiver with front panel aux input 18 pages. Mp3 compatible
in dash cd receiver with usb and sd memory card ports and front panel aux input 19 pages.
Page 2: Installation 1. If you have any questions or require information regarding installation
kits, consult your customer car audio dealer or a company suppling kits. If you are not sure how
to install this unit correctly, have it installed by a qualified technician. To attach the front panel
back to the unit chassis, please insert the right side of the panel in Page 3: Connecting The
System 2. Item Press to turn the unit on, press and hold turn the unit off. Power Press to Mute
or restore the volume. Page 6 4. Page 7: About Rds 5. Page 8 6. Open the cover marked USB
icon on the front panel. Please read below for more details operation. Page Pairing Bluetooth
Device 8. You can also listen to music from an A2DP Bluetooth-enabled device. Pairing a
Bluetooth Device Before using the Bluetooth device, you need to pair the device to the unit.
Pairing needs only to be done once. Open your mobile phone and switch bluetooth on. Page 11
9. Once the unit power off, press this button to turn On the unit. Page Troubleshooting If any of
the problems persist after check list has been made, consult your nearest service dealer. No
power or no sound Car engine is not on. Turn the car engine on. Cable is not correctly
connected. Page Product Information Page 15 ES - Page 16 ES - Page 17 ES - Page 18 ES - Page
19 ES - Page 20 ES - Page 21 ES - Page 22 ES - Page 23 ES - Page 24 ES - Page 25 ES - Page 26
ES - Print page 1 Print document 26 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account?
Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Your question might be
answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure

that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Bluetooth technology
lets you stream your favorite music apps like Pandora and Spotify and make calls hands-free.
Stay in control and explore your music library from the wireless remote. The front panel quickly
detaches to deter theft. Bluetooth enabled for wireless hands-free calling and speaker listening
when paired with a smartphone. Wirelessly stream audio via Bluetooth from compatible devices
so you can listen to streaming music services such as Spotify and Pandora through your
system. Supports USB flash drive files up to 32 GB for music playback on units without
monitors and music, photo and video playback on units with monitors. Supports SD memory
cards up to 32 GB for music playback on units without monitors and music, photo and video
playback on units with monitors. The Aux Input allows you to connect to the audio output of an
external device such as an MP3 Player or smartphone so you can enjoy your music through
your system. ESP is a feature that buffers the disc while playing, storing 5 seconds of music. If
the disc is interrupted, the stored data fills in for continuous performance. The selectable tuner
function allows you to adjust this receiver's tuner to receive radio broadcasts in either the US or
Europe. Displays up to character messages with station, song, artist, genre, traffic, news and
more when an FM station broadcasts using RDS technology. Detachable front panel renders the
unit inoperable and deters theft when removed. ID3 Tag allows the audio file to store and
display additional data such as title, artist, album, track number and more. Easier installation
and better fit in standard double-din openings. Install kit may still be required depending on the
vehicle and is not included. A wireless remote control offers access to key functions from the
palm of your hand. Deter theft by quickly detaching the front panel when you reach your
destination. For further product details, please scroll down. Skip to main content. See All
Buying Options. Style: detachable face. No detatchable face. Customers who viewed this item
also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. From the manufacturer. Bluetooth and Audio Streaming Bluetooth
enabled for wireless hands-free calling and speaker listening when paired with a smartphone.
True Double Din Easier installation and better fit in standard double-din openings. Wireless
Remote Control Options A wireless remote control offers access to key functions from the palm
of your hand. Compare with similar items. Product information Style: detachable face Technical
Details. Item Weight 4. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Warranty [PDF ]. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Style: detachable face Verified Purchase.
Smokin little stereo not at all what the picture looks like mine was a matte finish looks nice
Images in this review. Good features, good sound with caveat , and great price. I bought this to
replace a factory radio in my Kia Sorento. I also purchased the needed wiring harness to bridge
from the car's radio connector to this new stereo, and installation was pretty simple. Getting the
dash panels off to access the radio was the hardest part. Included in the package are the stereo
unit, an optional bezel to cover any gaps around the edges of the radio, and a remote control.
Does it need to be said out loud that the remote is not for the driver's use while driving? The
mounting brackets on my factory radio were spot welded and could not be removed, so I
currently have the BOSS sitting somewhat loose in the dash. This lack of bracket is not BOSS'
fault, just an silly design issue with Kia or whoever made the factory radio. The missing bracket
may be part of a noise issue I have with this radio. My son has the exact same model, and his
does not buzz or have issues with soft music revealing any background noise. For me, though,
soft music and connecting with Bluetooth to play music or connect my phone for calls does
have some small background noise problems. I really do believe that when I add mounting
brackets and a frame ground wire that the noise problem will clear up. In every other way this is
a great radio - but my research seems to indicate that BOSS has terrible customer service. We
have installed two of these radios, though, and have not needed their help. Given their apparent
track record, which I did not discover until after my order, I might recommend that you look at
other brands if you are worried that you might need support. So far my new radio works like a
charm! No problems with the connection and the blue tooth works every time. It connects
automatically when I get in the car when I have my blue tooth turned on my phone. I've only had
it a few weeks but I'm impressed so far. The hands free voice calls seem to work just fine as
well. Update: originally gave 5 stars but added a couple months the CD player stopped working.
I have many books on cd and drive a lot for work and was disappointed that it gave out so
quickly. Everything else works fine so far but such a bummer. It's really easy to use and sounds
great. I know Boss makes other instrumental and recording gear so I had high hopes for that.

My install was a little tough. I needed some longer screws to mount it to the Metra frame I
bought. Not sure why the screws it comes with are so short I otherwise had an easy install and
am really happy with it. The lights are not too bright as other units have as complaints. The pin
for pairing it to my phone was for the Bluetooth setting. It's easy enough to navigate. It'll take
some getting used to as it's new. But for what I wanted, it's great. It was hard to click 3 stars. I
have to look at my phone to check the time and that's dangerous while driving. Could it the
antenna itself?? They complain of "road noise" I adjusted the volume but that didn't help, I
thought it was the equalizer so I turned it off, still they couldn't hear me until I came to a stop. If
I didn't already pay to have this stereo installed I would be sending it back today. I'm going to
try a newer antenna. But would love to be able to see the clock while the radio is off! Maybe I'll
go to Walmart and buy one of those tiny stick on clocks, or buy a watch. I am missing my
Shaker right now. One person found this helpful. See all reviews. Pages with related products.
See and discover other items: car detail products , dodge sprinter , ford explorer , ford f diesel ,
volkswagen passat , bluetooth receiver for home stereo. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Add to
Cart. Available from these sellers. VM Express. Pacific Stereo. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main
content. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand:
Generic. This fits your. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
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like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. No customer reviews. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

